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Individuals Make the Difference
It’s easy to think of George Stevens Academy as an institution with
a long history of preparing young people on the Blue Hill Peninsula
for purposeful lives in our communities. But when we reflect on our
own educations, the individuals, not the institutions, stand out in our
memories. Schools are really all about people, and I’d like to recognize five individuals out of the many who have had an outsized impact
on our school.
Business Manager Fred Heilner, who recently retired (more on p. 8),
is one such individual. Fred carefully shepherded GSA through financial challenges while ensuring that the student experience was never
diminished if there was another way to make ends meet. Fred made
sure all the cogs and wheels that support learning turned smoothly
and quietly in the background so teachers could teach, coaches
could coach, and students could learn.
Assistant Head of School Libby Rosemeier ’77, whose retirement
at the end of the school year will be featured in the summer issue
of Matters, has also made a big difference at GSA. Libby combines
compassion and flexibility with unwavering principles, and strength
with gentleness. Her care, wise counsel, deep empathic perceptiveness, and a keen intellect that sees solutions where others see only
complexity, have benefited countless students and adults. I know
because I am one of those people.
It is hard to imagine GSA without music director Steve Orlofsky leading our fabulous instrumental programs, but he, too, will retire at the
end of this year and be featured in our next issue. With his passion
for excellence from day one, Steve has built a truly remarkable high
school music program, clearly one of the best in New England. Steve
has inspired many students to make music a big part of their lives.
Though we will find a great person to take over the program, we will
never replace Mr. O.

Now to two people who will remain at GSA.
School Nurse Nikki Jaffray ’04 has responded magnificently to the
increased demands on her time and the added duties and responsibilities that she took on this year. Whether through her great work
last summer helping us prepare for the school year; her thoughtful,
thorough approach to every COVID-19-related challenge; her work
with the Maine CDC; or her caring response to the cases in our
community, she has shown herself to be the epitome of a school
healthcare professional, all while doing everything else a school
nurse already does.
Director of Maintenance Chris Kowalski also has had an entire second
job layered on top of his usual responsibilities, and he has responded
admirably. Chris oversaw every aspect of reworking our campus. He
has done all the ordering of cleaning equipment, air purifiers, new
classroom furniture to allow physical distancing, cleaning products,
PPE, and more; he has installed new items; brainstormed solutions
to unexpected problems; and coordinated the daily cleaning and
disinfecting of the campus. We could not have students on campus
without his good work.
Fred, Libby, Steve, Nikki, and Chris, thank you for making a difference.
I hope you enjoy this issue, which celebrates the power of individuals
to impact the lives of others and the great things that happen when
we learn from each other and work together.
Timothy J. Seeley
Head of School

Our Mission

Our Vision

George Stevens Academy is a town academy
on the coast of Maine. Founded in 1852, we
are the high school for nearly all students
from the seven towns in our rural community.
We also enroll private-pay day and boarding
students from around the world. Our students’
interests, talents, and aspirations reflect the
diversity of the communities from which they
come.

We will be a vibrant learning community that proudly reflects the diversity of students from
our surrounding towns, as well as those from elsewhere in the world, enabling them to
thrive now and in the future.

GSA provides a comprehensive and challenging education for all students, for those who
will build futures in surrounding communities
and for those who will make lives elsewhere
in the world. Our many academic and experiential programs foster a love of knowledge,
inspire creativity, instill self-confidence,
encourage good character, and prepare each
graduate for a purposeful life in a changing
world.

We will provide all GSA students with an education that helps them pursue whatever jobs
and career paths they choose, so that when they succeed, they and their communities will
be the better for it.
We recognize that a GSA education is not just a matter of cultivating intellectual and
creative strengths but also requires caring for students’ physical and emotional needs.
Everything we do will be stamped with this conviction.
We will be seen as a community resource, in the belief that schools and their communities
make each other stronger. We will expand school-community partnerships and real-world
learning opportunities that engage students and community members in shared activities
and projects for the benefit of both.
We will have a safe, attractive, functional, and cost-efficient facility that supports our
current programing well and has the flexibility to adapt to changing needs in the future.
We will be financially sustainable, with the resources we need to maintain GSA’s facilities
and provide for every GSA student’s needs. We will grow our endowment, meet more
ambitious annual GSA Fund goals, and benefit from the support of sending towns that
recognize the indispensable value of a strong high school in their community.

Our mission says broadly who we are and what we do. Our vision sets out our bold goals for the future. We are well on our way to accomplishing
some of these. Others will take longer. All are attainable with community support. Our mission and vision were approved by the Board of Trustees
on April 25, 2019.
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Progress Requires Cooperation, Compromise
As I write this, the towns of
Brooksville and Penobscot
have voted to approve GSA’s
request for supplemental
tuition of $1,000 per student
over the required state-set rate.
With no sophisticated polling
data—or any polling data for
that matter—it is impossible to
predict how the other towns
will go, yet we believe that
alumni, parents, supporters,
and town residents who know
the value of a GSA education
will follow the examples of Brooksville and Penobscot, and
come through in support of the request.
The process of requesting supplemental tuition from towns
has yielded wonderful ancillary benefits. We have answered
the call for greater transparency by posting detailed financial and other information at georgestevensacademy.org/
towntuitioning. We also have formed an advisory committee
comprised of representatives of all the sending towns so we
can have in-depth conversations on a variety of complex issues
that impact all peninsula schools. Communicating with seven
different towns is a major challenge; I am proud of the way GSA

and our towns have come together in the spirit of cooperation
and compromise.
Another benefit of our work with the towns has been that it has
prompted the board to take a closer look at our governance
structure and to consider ways in which we might benefit from
more formal participation from the sending towns. GSA is as
strong as the communities it serves; a willingness to listen and
collaborate—and a governance structure that reflects those
principles—will only benefit us all in the end.
I am proud of the way GSA has come through the past year.
It is hard enough to run a school in ordinary times, let alone
in the middle of a global pandemic. Spring seems to have
sprung on the peninsula, with chirping birds and distributed
vaccines. The pressure is far from over, but our students,
faculty, staff, parents, and administration made it through the
difficult winter. Our community has been through the wringer
and has come through stronger than ever. The GSA board
remains committed in its mission to serve all of the students
of the peninsula. We are honored to serve as trustees, and we
look forward to the upcoming year.

Sally N. Mills ‘85
Board Chair

Our Trustees 2020-2021
Sally Mills ‘85, Chair, Blue Hill
Samantha Politte, Vice-Chair, Blue Hill
Jim Crawford, Treasurer, Blue Hill
Phyllis Taylor, Clerk, Blue Hill

Jeffrey Allen ‘79, Blue Hill
Michael P. Astbury ‘03, Blue Hill
Alden Blodgett ‘78, Penobscot
Bill Case, Blue Hill
Sally Chadbourne, Castine
Kenelm “K.” Guinness, Blue Hill

Cover: Kennedy Austin ‘24 holds seed trays she planted
for the Blue Hill Community Garden.
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Brendon Reay, Blue Hill
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Thesis Project Challenges Seniors,
Exposes Them to New Ideas
GSA graduates pursue careers in the fisheries, law, agriculture, hospitality, medicine, business, entertainment, construction, and many
other fields. To prepare our students for their diverse futures, we offer a wide variety of courses in a range of disciplines. Many are
offered at multiple levels, from foundations to college prep to honors to AP, to suit our students’ aptitudes and academic ambitions.
One skill all our graduates need for their future careers is the ability to persuade, whether they use it at a regulatory hearing, in a policy
proposal, at a conference, or in a small business plan. For many years, Senior Debate helped students develop that skill. This year,
after much careful consideration and planning, Senior Debate was replaced by Senior Thesis, an equally rigorous project that achieves
these same aims and provides more individual freedom in choice of topic and greater control over that final product.
In January, Franklin Sealander and Chi Nguyen, students from Maria Johnson’s AP Language and Composition class, shared their
thoughts about the Senior Thesis projects and process. Thank you, Chi and Franklin.

Chi Nguyen during a boarding program trip to Portland in 2019.
Chi presented her thesis by Zoom from her home in Vietnam.

Franklin Sealander presents his thesis by Zoom to remote students
and students in the classroom.

Do you think of yourself as a persuasive person?
Chi: “Sometimes I do. When I’m passionate about the topic,
I’m definitely persuasive, but I usually [take a neutral stand].
I try to understand different points of view.”

Franklin: “I like to think of myself as a persuasive person.
However, … an audience’s prejudices and beliefs are not easily
changed.”

How prepared were you to write a complex argument like your thesis?
Chi: “AP Language and Composition helped me the most for
this project, as we did practice essays … and Ms. Johnson
helped me with building up the outline and finding evidence.”

Franklin: “Since the beginning of the year, we’ve been writing
argumentative essays in AP Language and Composition. I was
confident about writing and presenting my thesis due to all of
the preparation we have done.”

What was your thesis and why did you choose it?
Chi’s thesis was “International students should consider
deeply all the factors when they decide to study abroad.” They
usually think about the quality of education and the positive
aspects of studying in America, she said, but there’s more to it
than that. “I wanted to encourage people to think more.”

Franklin: “My thesis was ‘All guns should not be banned.’
I wanted to choose a subject that would be deemed controversial but not too radical or extreme. When researching for
my thesis, I read an article on why all guns should be banned,
which prompted me to choose the opposing side.”

How have you benefited from engaging in an academic process like this?
During the writing process, Chi realized that what she had
started out trying to prove wasn’t what she really wanted
to say. Writing her thesis went beyond simply recording
her thoughts, it challenged her own preconceived notions.
“When we actually write something down, [and] we revise it
many times, we can understand it more.”
4
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Franklin said that the benefits of Senior Thesis go far beyond
preparing students for more advanced writing for college
classes, or for a future job. He also cited “personal growth” and
“improving one’s ability to effectively research, [and] finishing
the class with a thesis is a great way to see improvement as a
student.”

Any advice for seniors preparing to write their theses?
Chi: “Take your time and choose a topic that you’re passionate
about. Read [your paper] through and revise it. Sometimes
when you’re writing it, you get so into it that you make it too
intense and not as neutral as it should be.”

Franklin: “Choose a topic that you care about, while still
keeping an open mind. Being able to write with passion about
a subject that means a lot to you is essential to a persuasive
thesis, but how you deal with opposing views and being able
to understand all sides of the argument are just as important.”

What did you learn from your classmates’ presentations?
Chi said that her classmates made presentations on topics
she might not have heard about otherwise. She valued the
opportunity to think deeply and exchange thoughts on a wide
range of social issues. “The one I was most impressed with
was Hope’s essay about women’s clothing,” she said. “I was
surprised that there were still so many limitations and controversial opinions about women’s clothing even in the modern
world, especially in the West, where people tend to be more
open-minded than in the East, like in my country, Vietnam.”

Franklin: “I learned what my classmates care about. “It’s not
every day that you hear a full thesis presented by a peer.”
“All the presentations my peers gave were great. I especially
appreciated the variety of subjects. From feminism, clothing,
hockey, to college tuition, it was really enjoyable to hear
different arguments being made about so many topics. In
particular, the arguments about decriminalizing sex workers,
over-the-counter birth control, and abortion were very intriguing because these are topics that I am unfamiliar with.”

Community Garden Feeds, Teaches

The Blue Hill Community Garden is one way in which we are accomplishing our vision to “expand school-community partnerships and
real-world learning opportunities that engage students and community members in shared activities and projects for the benefit of both.”
In March, Blue Hill Garden Club
President Peter Leonard visited
Steve Whitney’s Exploring Earth
Systems classes to talk about the
Blue Hill Community Garden and
get help from students.
Ninth-graders in Steve’s classes
planted flats of onions, celery, and
broccoli. After they finished, Steve
led them in a discussion about
what vegetables do beyond
simply providing food, as well as
what plants need in order to grow.

Peter Leonard

The beginning of that growing process is taking place on the
GSA campus. The seeds germinated in the classroom “and will
be put out in the greenhouse until ready to transplant in the
community garden in May,” Peter wrote in an email.
The seedlings won’t have to travel far. The community garden, a
joint effort of the Garden Club and Healthy Acadia’s Downeast
Gleaning Initiative, sits on GSA land near the Hinckley House
dormitory on Tenney Hill.

Evan Munroe ‘24 plants seeds in Steve Whitney’s EES class.

Exploring Earth Systems isn’t the only GSA class to benefit
from the garden’s proximity to school. Megan Flenniken and
her Maine Environment students visited the garden early last
fall, where they saw leeks, cabbages, kale, tomatoes, and
more ready for harvest.
“The club is responsible for growing the food,” Peter said,
“and the Gleaning Initiative harvests and distributes it during
the season to needy people. The garden is also open to the
public to pick their own.”
Starting sometime in April, volunteers will meet at the garden
every Wednesday from 2-4 P.M. “We will also have free public
interactive educational demonstrations Saturday mornings at
10 A.M.,” Peter said.
For more on the garden, visit the Blue Hill Community Garden
Facebook page. Search healthyacadia.org for more on the
Downeast Gleaning Initiative.

Rachel Emus of Healthy Acadia speaks with Caleb Rhine ‘21, left,
and Ed Tech Jayson Peltier in the community garden last fall.
GSA Matters
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Calling All Alumni, Parents, and Friends
The program for Giving Day 2021 is shaping up, and we hope you’ll be part of it!
• Send a message for the senior class
• Share the best advice you’ve ever received
• Describe your favorite experience as a GSA student or parent
Videos are the best way to convey your message. Send an email to Karen Brace at
k.brace@georgestevens.org and she’ll send you a link where you can upload your
video and any other content for Giving Day 2021. Written contributions and photos
can also be emailed. We’re counting on you!
Mark your calendars for June 3 when the Giving Day content will be launched. To
see samples of how our community contributed last year, view the videos on our
Giving Day page at georgestevensacademy.org/givingday.
Last year’s event raised over $50,000 for GSA. Please be part of this effort. And
remember, you don’t have to wait for Giving Day to make your online gift!

Save the Dates
AN ALUMNI CONVERSATION WITH
HEAD OF SCHOOL TIM SEELEY

Monday, May 17, 4 P.M.

To register for this virtual Zoom event, email Karen
Brace at k.brace@georgestevens.org.

GIVING DAY

Thursday, June 3
CLASS OF 2021 CLASS NIGHT

Saturday, June 12

CLASS OF 2021 COMMENCEMENT

Sunday, June 13

REUNIONS FOR GSA CLASSES ENDING IN “6”

Friday, July 23

REUNIONS FOR GSA CLASSES ENDING IN “1”

Saturday, July 24

DUANE B. GRAY ’64 MEMORIAL
GOLF TOURNAMENT *

Saturday, Sept. 11 (rain date: Sept. 12)

“The Approach,” 2020, 16” by 24”, by Lilian Day Thorpe ‘09
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Celebrating the Class of 2021

Though we don’t yet know what the events will look like, Class
Night and Commencement will celebrate the Class of 2021 in
the most inclusive ways allowed by changing state guidelines
for indoor and outdoor events. Stay tuned for more details!

Reunion Planning Underway
Whether your GSA class would like to be part of on-campus
reunions scheduled for July, or whether you’re planning an
off-campus reunion, the GSA alumni office is here to help.
Alumni are invited to campus for class reunions on Friday and
Saturday, July 23 & 24.** To register for your reunion, please
fill out the alumni profile form at georgestevensacademy.org/
alumniprofile and check the box to indicate that you’d like to
attend your next reunion.
Are you interested in helping organize a reunion for your class?
Volunteers are encouraged to send an email to Karen Brace at
k.brace@georgestevens.org. Assistance will be needed in the
areas of planning and contacting classmates.
* The Duane B. Gray ‘64 Memorial Golf Tournament may be
impacted by changing state guidelines.
** If state guidelines do not allow us to gather in July, virtual
reunions will be scheduled in place of in-person events.

“Winter Window,” 2020, 13” by 20”, by Lilian Day Thorpe ‘09

Celebrate our teachers with a gift to the GSA Fund

Innovation and hard work by GSA’s faculty has sustained the peninsula’s
young people through this most difficult year. Honor the efforts of our classroom teachers
with a gift to the GSA Fund which supports all areas of the school.
Please use the enclosed envelope to mail your contribution, or give online at
georgestevensacademy.org/onlinegift. Thank you!

Lilian Day Thorpe ‘09:
The Art of Photomontage
Lilian Day Thorpe graduated from George Stevens Academy
in 2009. She went on to become an accomplished photomontage artist, currently residing in Brooklyn, N.Y. We are pleased
to showcase Lilian’s artwork.
Lilian received her B.F.A. in Photography from Pratt Institute in
2014. She then earned her M.S. in the History of Art and Design
from Pratt in 2017. Today, Lilian’s artwork is represented by two
galleries: Courthouse Gallery Fine Art (Ellsworth, Maine) and
Green Lion Gallery (Lyme, N.H.). In 2015, she was named an
Avant Guardian winner by Surface Magazine. Her work can
be found in private collections throughout the United States
and globally. Lilian currently serves as the associate director of
Nancy Margolis Gallery in New York.
In Lilian’s own words, “I manipulate and digitally collage my
own film photography to create textural montages. The results
suggest fictional landscapes that appear simultaneously painterly and photographic. My process engages and explores
the contradiction of using a digital medium to evoke tangible,
analog sensitivities.”
The serene compositions created by Lilian Day Thorpe are
inspired by her love of, and need for, quietness. Guided by her
instinctive proclivity toward introspection, Lilian’s scenes offer
a respite from an otherwise loud world.
Thank you, Lilian, for sharing your photomontages with us!
“Winter Elegy,” 2019, 16” by 12”, by Lilian Day Thorpe ‘09
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Fred Heilner Retires
At the end of December, after nearly 30 years of dedicated service to GSA, Business Manager
Fred Heilner retired. Though Fred preferred to work behind the scenes, countless members of
our community—staff, students, family, alumni, and others—know firsthand how important his
work has been to the ability of George Steven Academy to fulfill our mission. Few people know
how it all began. Thank you to Fred’s wife, Prudy, and to GSA’s former Assistant Headmaster
Emil Andy for providing details, which we share below, and thank you, Prudy, for the photos!

Prudy and Fred were born nine
days apart and raised in Dover,
Mass., but Prudy said she never
knew Fred when they were growing up. But their parents knew
each other. Their mothers took
them to dinner, and a year and
a month later, they were married.
This is Prudy’s favorite photo from
that day.

On January 25, 1992, Fred Heilner and
Prudy Law were married, and the newlyweds chose to make their home in the Blue
Hill area, where Fred had been living for
a couple of years and his family had four
generations of history. At the time, he was
self-employed.

for bookkeeping, so “he took on more and
more responsibility.”

Later that year, Jane Perkins Alley, a 1955
GSA graduate and “a very good bookkeeper,” Emil Andy said, decided to retire
after a 21-year career taking care of the
books and payroll at her alma mater.

Volumes could be written about Fred’s
good work at GSA, the many roles he
played, the many responsibilities he took
on, and what an integral part of the GSA
community he became, and still is, but he is,
as we all know, a self-effacing man, and this
writer promised not to go on too long. But I
made no promise about what others might
do, and with guidance from Prudy, a small
number of Fred’s former colleagues were
asked to share their thoughts about Fred,
their time working with him, or their advice
for retirement. We share their messages on
the facing page.

The timing of her retirement was, one might
say, serendipitous. Had Jane retired a year
later, Fred might have started a long career
somewhere else. But she didn’t.
With an M.B.A. in Finance from Babson
College, “Fred certainly was qualified [to
take over as bookkeeper],” Prudy said, and
“now that he was married, I think he wanted
to work at GSA to have a job with benefits.”
So Fred applied for the position, was hired,
and in August, joined Jane in the little office
above the steps of the Academy Building
for the month or so it took to learn the ropes
before taking over the bookkeeping duties
by himself.

Fred’s first office was above the
steps of the Academy Building.
Inset: “Janie Perkins” from the
1955 Mountain Echo.

It was not long before those around him
saw that Fred was capable of much more.
At that time, Emil said, “I had been doing
all the budgeting, all the purchase orders,
a lot of the work of a business manager,
although we didn’t call it that.” But Fred’s
credentials went far beyond those needed

As those responsibilities increased over the
next 29 years, Fred’s title changed, from
“bookkeeper” to “business manager,” and
he is even listed in one Mountain Echo as
“treasurer.” He changed offices, too.

What are Fred’s plans for retirement?

“We have explored some of the Blue Hill
Heritage Trust trails and plan to do a lot
more of that both around here and a little
farther afield as the weather and pandemic
situation improves,” Prudy said. “We are
also committed to doing some long overdue projects around the house, like getting
rid of junk in attics and basements. Mostly, I
hope he stays relaxed, healthy, and happy,
with time to pursue other longtime interests, like cooking and reading.”

Since soon after Fred started working here, the lives of the Heilner family
have become ever more closely intertwined with life at GSA.
The couple’s two children were born soon after Fred started as bookkeeper, and both attended GSA. Madeline, seen on the left dancing with
Fred in the Town Hall, graduated in 2013. Alexander, seen on the right at
the 1996 Commencement, graduated in 2014.
Prudy has volunteered and worked at GSA in many capacities since
the 1990s, most recently in the Residential Life Office, but also in the
Advancement Office, in the Front Office, assisting with concessions at
sporting events, and as co-chair of the Parent Association.
The Heilners also welcomed many international students into their home.
AFS student Viviane Abecassis was the first, but she was soon followed
by students in GSA’s own boarding program: Ha Lai, Johnny Xue, Johnson
Chen, Boris Chen, and Jeff Xie. “We loved them all!” Prudy said.
8
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“Fred has been the perfect business manager. He always kept in mind
that the whole point of the enterprise is for students to have a valuable,
useful, enriching experience. We have to provide that within our
means, and so should not spend money when we don’t have to, but
we should always spend what is needed so they have that experience.
Fred always found a way for us to do what we wanted to do for kids. I
can’t think of a higher compliment.”
— Tim Seeley, Head of School
“Fred has a great sense of humor, and it was always fun to try and make
him laugh. I miss yelling ‘goodnight Fred’ up the stairs when I leave. He
was usually the last person here every night.”
— Gail Strehan, Executive Assistant to the Head
“GSA had the great fortune to have one of the best and most competent
financial managers for 29 years. Fred diligently and adeptly managed
a budget that usually did not receive state tuition revenue until halfway
through the academic year. I often wondered how Fred made it all
work.
With his dry sense of humor and sheepish grin, Fred kept the books
balanced, met every administrative and board deadline, and made it
appear easy when we all knew better. He was unflappable. If there was
ever a person who quietly ‘stood the watch’ for the GSA community, it
was Fred. He was an invaluable member of the leadership team who
was thoughtful and insightful, and who cared deeply about GSA’s
educational mission and its importance in the greater community.
Fred knows that one never really retires. Instead one simply reprioritizes for the next leg of the journey. But if I had a wish for Fred it would
be this: Enjoy the fresh air after all those years in your office, pull the
batteries out of your calculator, do not shave if you don’t feel like it, and
donate half of your button-down shirts to the TurnStyle. Happy shifting
tides, Fred. You are one of the best.”
— Bags Brokaw, former Academic Dean
“The one person you were guaranteed to see on campus no matter the
time of day was Fred.”
— Larry Gray ’79, Athletic Director
“Fred and Prudy have been a vital part of the residential program of the
school over the years. They became family to the students who lived
with them. When I think of Fred’s character, I think of a very diligent,
faithful worker, always calm, cool, and collected!
My advice for Fred in retirement is to take time for himself, enjoy family,
and stay active. He has given so much to GSA! I wish to see him on the
golf course daily so he can hone his skills and beat Alex, his son!”
— Lisa Elliott, former Residential Life staff member
“Fred has always told the story of GSA’s importance in the peninsula
community not based on his audience but on his belief in our mission
and vision.

Fred Heilner on his last day as GSA’s business manager. We wish you
the best in your retirement, Fred!
“Fred has been very important to the ongoing operation of the school.
He worked very closely with the treasurer, and the two of them worked
very well. He did yeoman’s service in the time he was here. He’s been
an integral part, definitely, of the school and the running of the school.
He was just great to work with, and he was incredibly competent. He
was very thorough and very good at what he did. Everybody here
loved him, and I gather they still do.
Fred, relax and enjoy yourself. You’ve worked very hard, and you’re
entitled to some relaxation.”
— Emil Andy, former Assistant Headmaster
“I have worked with Fred for almost 20 years, and he was here before
I arrived in the mornings and here after I left for the day. He has been
dependable, loyal, trustworthy and nonjudgmental. He has a kind
and quiet nature with a great sense of humor. I will not forget the many
laughs we have shared.
We are all proud to have had Fred as our colleague. I wish him a
wonderful retirement filled with happiness and good health. I know he
will enjoy his family and new adventures. He will be missed at GSA.
Cheers, Fred!”
— Debbie Davis, Reception and Attendance Clerk

Fred is one the best dads I have ever known. He did what was best for
his children much like he did what was best for GSA. Always.

“Fred Heilner managed GSA with deep commitment, unmatched
integrity, and quiet strength. He listened to everyone and helped find
ways for individuals and for the school to succeed. Quiet and dedicated, Fred could be counted on to solve problems.

Fred listened more than he talked. This was evident when he used his
voice. He considered every side of every issue and was never quick to
judge.”
— Libby Rosemeier ’77, Assistant Head of School

His impressive ability to connect with every member of the GSA
community is what I admire most about Fred. He respected people,
and they respected him. He also has a quiet sense of humor that peeks
out at unexpected moments.

“One summer morning as my basketball team was about to leave for
team camp in the school’s white buses, I went to get a check to pay for
camp from Fred. Before I went to Fred’s office, the buses were parked
in their usual place, but when I went down after seeing Fred, a bus was
gone. I ran up to Fred’s office in a panic!

Of the colleagues I have had in many years in schools, Fred is one of
the most impressive. It might be easy to overlook his incredible contributions to GSA because he is so self-effacing, but his hard work and
strong, principled financial leadership have been the foundation of
GSA’s success for many years.”
— Jody Douglass, former Head of School

He was one of our anchors during times of stormy transitions.

As always, Fred figured out what had happened, he made a frantic
phone call, the bus appeared, and we arrived at team camp at our
scheduled time. Fred saved the day as always.”
— Dwayne Carter ’80, Coach

* The flags at the top of this page spell “Thank you.” They are a nod to
Fred’s love of the sea.
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Students Benefit from
Jazz Lover’s Generosity

Don Carmichael loved jazz.

“He’d played jazz since high school,” wrote Don’s wife,
Suzanne Carmichael, in an email, “and it was one of his favorite
things to do.”
So it was only natural that Don would cross paths with Steve
Orlofsky, who teaches jazz at GSA and performs professionally. Over the years, the two became friends. “Don was an
amazing person,” Steve wrote in an email. “It was my pleasure
to know and perform with him.”
Suzanne wrote to Steve to let him know that Don had passed
away, and that in their wills, “he wanted all his musical items to
go to George Stevens.”

Don Carmichael, left, playing jazz (Photo courtesy of Suzanne Carmichael)
and the Carmichaels’ generous gift, right.

Steve wasn’t surprised at this request. “Don was a college
professor,” Steve said, “he always appreciated how GSA
students learned and progressed, becoming very good
musicians.”

the transition went well. Soon after, he returned to being “just
a law professor.” The faculty of the law school wanted to honor
Don with “a gift of thanks for everything he had done,” and
so with Suzanne’s guidance, they purchased the Carruthers
upright bass. They presented it to him at a special ceremony,
and he promptly “joined three law school graduates who were
also fine jazz musicians” to perform for the crowd.

Among the musical items was a Carruthers electric bass with
some very special history, which Suzanne shared in her email.
When Don was the dean of the University of Puget Sound Law
School in Tacoma, Washington, the school was sold to Seattle
University. Don spent much of the next two years ensuring that

Thanks to Don and Suzanne’s generosity and their decision
to include GSA in their estate planning, current and future
generations of those “very good musicians” will benefit. And
Suzanne’s decision to make the gift happen while she is alive
means the impact of their gift will be felt even sooner.

Alumni Survey Coming Soon
Alumni, we want to hear from you! Later in the spring, GSA will launch an online survey to gather input on how your school
can serve you best. Please be on the lookout for this survey in your email. To be sure you receive the survey, please fill out
your alumni profile at georgestevensacademy.org/alumniprofile.

Alumni Business Directory
Are you an alumni business owner? Would you like your business to be listed in an online business directory? GSA is
considering launching a business directory to serve its alumni, where members of our school community and beyond
can search for services.
Before we initiate this project, we need to know that a sufficient number of GSA alumni are interested. To express your
support for this project, visit georgestevensacademy.org/alumniprofile, fill out the form, and scroll to the bottom of the
page where you’ll see the business directory section. There you can check a box and cast your vote for moving forward
with the project. Thank you!

Hylan Fund Supports Alumni Performing Artists
Are you a GSA alum who’s involved in the performing arts? The Hylan Family Alumni Fund for the Performing Arts can help fund
your next project. Whether the project is part of your schooling or an independent initiative, the Hylan Family Alumni Fund can
assist you with expenses while the project is underway.
The Hylan family established this annual award to encourage and support ongoing involvement in theater, dance, and musical
performance by GSA alumni. The grant is open to alumni from any class who have completed at least two years of study in an
aspect of the performing arts. For more information or to apply, visit www.georgestevensacademy.org/HylanFund in the alumni
section of GSA’s website. For details on the application process, email Karen in the alumni office at k.brace@georgestevens.org.

Help Wanted
GSA is looking for a Director of Finance and Operations to oversee all aspects of the school’s finances. The ideal candidate is a
dynamic, mission-driven strategic thinker with superb people skills, uncompromising judgment and integrity, a demonstrated
commitment to equity and inclusion, and preferably experience in an independent school.
Does this sound like you or someone you know? Visit www.georgestevensacademy.org/jobs for more details.
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State of the Arts

The cast of the Drama Club production of Ibsen’s “A Doll’s
House” takes a virtual bow. An abbreviated version of
their production was presented at the Maine Virtual Drama
Festival in March. A cast and crew list and video of the full
production are online: georgestevensacademy.org/drama.

Magnolia Vandiver ‘21 competed in
the virtual Poetry Out Loud State
Finals in March, her third year at
states! Watch her recitation of
“War Ballad” by Stanley Moss on
youtu.be/OuEWoOqQIkc.

Musicians Andy Hipsky ‘23, Gabe Hall ‘22,
Zeke Sacaridiz ‘21, Morgan Davis ‘22, and
Austin Chandler ‘23 represented GSA at the
virtual MMEA Jazz All-State Festival. Festival
recordings are expected to be shared in May in
lieu of public concerts.

Winter Sports

Our varsity basketball teams competed in shortened seasons against
teams in the local area. Our girls’ team is pictured above. Our boys’
team, below, beat Bucksport 37-35 to win the PVC Coastal Class C “Pod”
tournament. Senior Mike Moon was named to the Maine Association of
Basketball Coaches’ Boys C/D North All-Star Team.

Our swim teams competed in a shortened season without ever seeing
(or splashing!) their opponents. Each team swam at home and submitted results to officials. Our swimmers were happy to have competed in
our new home pool at the Lawrence Family Fitness Center in Blue Hill.
Thank you, Lawrence Family Foundation, for building such a tremendous
resource for the whole Blue Hill Peninsula community!

Indoor track facilities were unavailable, so some of our athletes trained together in preparation for the coming outdoor track
season. Others tried their hands (and feet!) at other winter sports for a change of pace.

PVC and State All-Academic: Josie Czuj, Nathan Dauk, and Franklin Sealander.
Awarded to seniors who earned an unweighted GPA of 90 or higher their first six semesters at GSA.
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A Gift of the Stars

Seniors Hope Bowden and Franklin Sealander with a telescope given to the school by Jim and Joan Darby, longtime
GSA supporters. “I’ve never met a young person who did not have an innate interest in the night sky,” said Astronomy
teacher Lee Park. “Learning to set up, locate objects, and observe with a telescope gives astronomy students a real,
practical context that amplifies their lectures and readings. An instrument such as the one the Darbys kindly donated
to GSA enables that learning to happen. It is so very much appreciated.”
“I was overjoyed,” Jim wrote in an email, “when I learned that indeed it could be used by a science class at GSA and
that they would be glad to have something that I enjoyed over the years.”

